**PETER MORRIS GOLD MEDAL**
Awarded to an alumnus of AMC for a significant contribution to the development of international merchant shipping operations & standards.

**ROB LEWIS GOLD MEDAL**
Excellence in Postgraduate Research at AMC.

**DAVID STERRETT GOLD MEDAL**
Excellence in Postgraduate Coursework studies in any discipline area at AMC.

**CONNELL GOLD MEDAL**
The most outstanding AMC Graduate at Bachelor level.

**GIBBS & COX AUSTRALIA MERIT PRIZE**
The female Naval Architecture or Marine & Offshore Engineering student/s with the highest GPA in year 3 of study.

**CAMERON SKEGGS**

**OMC INTERNATIONAL INNOVATIVE HONOURS PROJECT AWARD**
The best presentation/s in the maritime engineering capstone research unit JEE418/419 Research Project, as judged by a panel of engineering industry experts at the AMC Research Project Conference.

**AMELIA NEWMAN**

**ETHAN RITCHIE**

**ROYAL INSTITUTION OF NAVAL ARCHITECTS PRIZE**
Best research project by a final year student in a Bachelor of Engineering degree.

**ETHAN RITCHIE**

**ROYAL INSTITUTION OF NAVAL ARCHITECTS/DEFENCE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY GROUP PRIZE**
Best team project in the capstone Design Project in the Bachelor of Maritime Engineering.

**ETHAN RITCHIE**

**THOMAS VICKERS**

**P&O MARITIME SERVICES PRIZE**
Excellence in studies and commitment to the values, knowledge and practices associated with the preservation or enhancement of the maritime environment.

**BRETT CROSS**

**OMC INTERNATIONAL INNOVATIVE HONOURS PROJECT AWARD**
The best presentation/s in the maritime engineering capstone research unit JEE418/419 Research Project, as judged by a panel of engineering industry experts at the AMC Research Project Conference.

**PRAGALAATHAN SIVANATHAN**

**P&O MARITIME SERVICES PRIZE**
Excellence in studies and commitment to the values, knowledge and practices associated with the preservation or enhancement of the maritime environment.

**BRETT CROSS**

**SHIPPING AUSTRALIA PRIZE**
High achievement in commercial shipping subjects in Maritime and Logistics Management.

**JAN JOCHUM**

**WORCESTER MEMORIAL PRIZE**
Excellence in Year 1 of the Bachelor of Applied Science (Nautical Science) or Bachelor of Applied Science (Marine Engineering).

**JAKE HAPPE [Nautical Science]**

**NEIL PEREIRA PRIZE**
Awarded to the student/s who demonstrate the greatest proficiency in the Bachelor of Applied Science (Nautical Science).

**JAKE HAPPE**

**NICHOLAS DU TOIT**